In this paper, we develop a technique for improving the applicability of complete, nonorthogonal, multiresolution transforms to image coding. As is well known, the L 2 norm of the quantization errors is not preserved by nonorthogonal transforms, so the L 2 reconstruction error may be unacceptably large. However, given the quantizers and synthesis lters, we show that this artifact can be eliminated by formulating the coding problem as that of minimizing the L 2 reconstruction error over the set of possible encoded images. With this new formulation, the coding problem becomes a high{dimensional, discrete optimization problem and features a coupling between the redundancy{removing and quantization operations. A practical solution to the optimization problem is presented in the form of a multiscale relaxation algorithm, using inter{ and intra{scale quantization noise feedback lters. Bounds on the coding gain over the standard coding technique are derived. A simple extension of the algorithm allows for the use of a weighted L 2 error criterion and deadband (non{MMSE) quantizers. Experiments using biorthogonal spline lter banks demonstrate appreciable SNR gains over the standard coding technique, and comparable visual improvements.
Introduction
Octave{band lter banks have found applications in a variety of signal and image processing problems. Iterated quadrature{mirror lter (QMF) banks generate orthogonal subband transforms. Unfortunately, orthogonality is essentially incompatible with other desirable lter bank properties such as linear phase and perfect reconstruction 1, 2] . Therefore the orthogonality constraints are relaxed in many applications, yielding a broader class of transforms and more exible lter bank designs. For instance, several authors have recently developed biorthogonal spline lter banks that generate multiresolution (MR) bases with symmetry and excellent approximation power and regularity properties 3, 4, 5, 6] . In addition, spline lters have rational coe cients and may be implemented using simple hardware (adders and shift registers), without the degradations associated with coe cient quantization. In image coding, the use of biorthogonal spline lter banks has led to some of the best results available at present 7, 8] . However, these achievements have been obtained with nearly orthogonal bases. One basic reason is that nonorthogonal transforms do not preserve the L 2 norm of the quantization error, and thus the coding performance is generally inferior to that achieved with a (nearly) orthogonal transform.
The goal of this study is to improve the applicability of nonorthogonal MR transforms to image coding. We show that the typically poor performance of such coders should not be attributed to the use of a nonorthogonal transform per se, but rather to the use of an inappropriate coder structure. 
where f M is equal to M ?1 (perfect-reconstruction systems) or an approximation thereof, 2. then compute the quantized imageâ = Q(a ): (2) The image at the decoder is reconstructed according tô y = Mâ: (3) In contrast, our coding paradigm is the following (Fig. 1b) : ndâ that minimizes the L 2 reconstruction error (maximizes the signal{to{noise ratio) E(a) 4 = kMa ? yk
over a 2 A. The image may then be reconstructed as in (3) . This is a nonlinear optimization problem, owing to the constraint a 2 A. In the special case of orthogonal basis functions, the solution is simply the standard two{step solution outlined above. For nonorthogonal basis functions, there is unfortunately no such simple solution, and numerical techniques must be developed to solve the optimization problem. The exact solution to problems of the class (4) consists in partitioning the y{space R N into Voronoi regions, and identifying the Voronoi region to which y belongs ( Fig. 2) 9 ]. However, practical algorithms exist only for small N 9] or for special cases such as orthogonal M. In image coding, N is very large, and the minimization problem above appears to be one of explosive combinatorial complexity. Instead of attempting to nd the global minimum of (4), we develop a relaxation algorithm as a practical alternative for nding a high{quality solution. Although the paradigm (4) is fairly general and may be applied independently of speci c restrictions on the transform used, the MR nature of M plays an important role in the relaxation algorithm. Relaxation algorithms are iterative and use local computations for solving optimization problems of the type (4). Although such algorithms have been used in a variety of image processing problems 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] , applications to image coding have been scarce and con ned to the neural{network literature. Examples may be found in 15, 16] , where a multi{layered network de nes a family of nonorthogonal transforms parameterized by a set of synoptic weights, and the weights and quantized outputs of the network are jointly optimized using a back{propagation algorithm. The relaxation algorithm proposed here is multiscale and is implemented using intra{ and inter{scale quantization noise feedback lters. Quantization noise feedback is routinely used to reduce the L 2 reconstruction error in applications such as DPCM 17, Ch. 7] and Laplacian coding 18] (using linear{prediction and interpolation feedback lters, respectively). In subband coding, the main technique for "improving" the reconstruction error consists in using quantizers suitably matched to the properties of the human visual system 7, 19] . Recent advances have also led to model{based synthesis lter designs which sacri ce orthogonality and perfect reconstruction in the interest of a better reconstruction error. These designs assume xed analysis lters and Lloyd{Max quantizer models and either maximize the SNR 20] or reduce signal dependencies in the reconstructed signal 20, 21] . The approach described in this paper di ers from those in that (i) a broader class of quantizers is allowed, and no statistical model is required, and (ii) the decoder is xed, while the coder is optimized. This paper is organized as follows. The model for the nonorthogonal multiresolution analysis is described in Section 2. Two important properties of the global solution to the optimization problem are established in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the multiscale relaxation algorithm and study its convergence properties. In order to keep the notation simple, the presentation in Sections 2{4 is made for the 1{D case. In Section 5, we extend the technique to the 2{D case, and present a modi cation of the algorithm to handle non{MMSE quantizers of a type commonly used in image coding. Section 6 is devoted to image coding experiments, and Section 7 to a summary and discussion.
Nonorthogonal Multiresolution Analysis
Unless indicated otherwise, the quantizers considered in this paper are scalar, MMSE 1 and may be nonuniform. The transfer function of a quantizer is denoted by Q( ), with the implicit assumption that Q( ) may be pixel{dependent. The MR transform M is implemented using octave{band lter banks with J stages 
ANALYSIS SYNTHESIS and analysis lters fh(n)g; fg(n)g and synthesis lters fh(n)g; fg(n)g, where fh(n)g and fh(n)g are lowpass (Fig. 3 ). Perfect reconstruction is desirable but not required. The synthesis lters are FIR with respective lengths L h and L g , whereas no restriction is made on the analysis lters. For simplicity of the presentation it will be assumed that the image is extended beyond its boundaries by periodic extension, although the method also applies to other types of extension (e.g., mirror symmetry for symmetric lters). The concepts of orthogonality are conveniently dealt with in the framework of discrete basis functions. The discrete scaling functions and wavelets associated with the synthesis lter bank are 2, p. 156] 
where K hh;?1 (l) l0 and the superscript T denotes matrix/vector transpose. The correlation sequences in (7) play a fundamental role in the optimization algorithm. They have compact support and enjoy the following symmetry properties: K gg;j (l) = K gg;j (?l); K hh;j (l) = K hh;j (?l); K gh;j (l) = K hg;j (?l):
In the important special case of symmetric, perfect{reconstruction lters, we have the additional symmetry property K gh;j (l) = 
Characterization of Global Optimum
Computation of the global minimum of (4) appears to be an untractable problem, so a numerical algorithm will be developed to compute a suboptimal solution. It is nevertheless possible to characterize the ideal solution in terms of coding performance and of a set of necessary conditions.
Coding Gain
Denote respectively byâ ST and byâ OPT the standard coded subband image in (2) and the solution to (4).
The ratio
of the corresponding MSEs represents the coding gain going from the standard technique to the optimization technique. Although an analytical expression forâ OPT is not available, lower and upper bounds on G C may be derived. The lower bound is obtained using the de nition ofâ OPT : 
where (K) 4 = max(K) min(K) 1 is the condition number of K. For orthonormal M, the lower and upper bounds in (8) and (10) . However, for strongly nonorthogonal transforms, the potential improvement is very signi cant. In the simple case of 2{scale decompositions, (K) may be expressed in terms of the frequency response of the synthesis lters, owing to the special structure of M. 2 The same conclusion may be extended to arbitrary orthogonal M by suitable scaling of a.
Necessary Conditions for Optimizer
Next we establish a set of necessary conditions forâ OPT . Observe that given fa j 0 (l 0 ); (j 0 ; l 0 ) 6 = (j; l)g, the contribution of a j (l) to (4) (11) A necessary condition forâ OPT is thatâ OPT;j (l) minimize (11) 
where the superscript (i) denotes the current iteration. Just as in (12a), the left{hand side is the constrained least{squares estimate ofâ j (l), given the current guess for fâ j 0 (l 0 ); (j 0 ; l 0 ) 6 = (j; l)g. Thus, the N{dimensional optimization problem may be solved using a sequence of much simpler one{dimensional problems which each admit a close{form solution. Such algorithms fall in the category of coordinate{descent algorithms 22]. Because of their computational simplicity, they have been used for solving number of nonlinear optimization problems in image processing. A celebrated example is the ICM algorithm 10].
The Algorithm
From a computational point of view, direct use of the iteration (13) is unattractive due to the interaction of a large number of terms at various scales in the right{hand side. Instead, a more e cient and natural solution is to take advantage of the multiresolution nature of the basis for visiting bands in a coarse{to{ ne order, and computing the terms in the right{hand side using scale recursions. An additional bene t of such multiscale relaxation algorithms is their fast convergence properties 11, 13, 14, 23, 24] . The outline of our algorithm is as follows: An initial guess forâ is provided. The coarse{scale components (j = J) ofâ are updated rst. Two representations r j and j (to be de ned below) of the reconstruction error are computed in preparation for an update of the components ofâ at the next ner scale, j ? 1. This step is repeated at all scales down to and including the ne scale, j = 0. Several such sequences of coarse{to{ ne steps, called sweeps, may be performed successively to improve the estimates.
We use the following notation. Estimates for quantities such as a at the end of the s{th sweep, are denoted by a superscript (s) . The current estimates during the s{th sweep, before work at scale j, are denoted by a superscript
. Let r 4
= Ma ? y (14) denote the reconstruction error, and de ne its multiresolution representation ):
The two representations of the reconstruction error computed at scale j are (i) the subband j in (15) , and (ii) the decimated, lowpass version of r, is updated as follows. By application of (9), (14) and (15), the contribution of scale j to (4) is the quadratic form
; (18) where K j (l) 4 = K(jl; j0) is equal to K gg;j (l) if j < J, and to K hh;J?1 (l) if j = J (see (7)). Notice that The left{hand side is the constrained least{squares estimate ofâ j (l), given the current guess for fâ j (l 0 ); l 0 6 = lg. The summation in the right{hand side represents a feedback of the quantization noise at scale j through the causal part of the normalized FIR lter K j . Variations of this relaxation technique are possible and are mentioned in the Appendix. By application of (7), (15) and (17), ), in which caseâ (s) is referred to as a stable point of the algorithm. For computational reasons, it may be more practical to terminate the algorithm earlier (see Section 6). In the following, the number of sweeps performed will be denoted by s max .
A summary of the algorithm is given in Table 1 . In the special case of an orthogonal subspace decomposition, K hg;j 0, and there is no inter{scale feedback in (20) . The bands may then be processed independently of each other.
Before concluding this section, we present an update formula for the MSE, which has been found useful for monitoring the convergence of the algorithm. Letâ U j (l) denote the argument of Q( ) in (19) . Application of a standard least{squares result to (18) shows that any variation a j (l) aroundâ U j (l) results in an increase of E by an amount E = j a j (l)j 
Convergence Properties
The iterative algorithm satis es a number of useful properties, including: ) E(â
). Thus, the algorithm is greedy when initialized with an element of A.
Property 2. The algorithm converges to a stable point after a nite number of sweeps. Property 3. The stable point satis es the necessary conditions (12) for the minimizer of (4).
PROOF. Property 1 follows directly from (19) and the discussion below it. Property 2 follows from Property 1 and the niteness of the set fa 2 A : E(a) E(â
)g. Property 3 is derived using (14), (15) (14), (15) and (19) . The stable point satis es the linear matrix equation Mâ = y.
In the general case, the stable point of the algorithm is not necessarily the global minimum of (4) and may depend upon the initial guess. Reasonable initial points areâ (0) = a orâ (0) =â ST . We have observed that convergence to a stable point then occurs rapidly for various types of lters (see Section 6). For a more remote initial point such asâ (0) = 0, the algorithm still nds a path towards a stable point in the vicinity of a , but more iterations are needed. The path is "close" to the one followed by the linearized algorithm.
2{D Multiscale Relaxation Algorithm
The relaxation technique described in the previous section may be relatively easily extended to the 2{D case when separable lter banks are used. Properties 1{4 still apply. Let N x N y be the dimension of the images, and N x;j N y;j that of subband B j , where j and respectively denote scale and orientation. For j < J the orientation is either horizontal (h), vertical (v) or diagonal (d), while j = J corresponds to the low{frequency subband ( = l).
Since there are now three bands per scale for j < J, the bands are processed in a predetermined order, e.g., horizontal, vertical and diagonal bands. While the order in which the horizontal and vertical bands are processed appears arbitrary, the diagonal band is processed last for consistency with the multiresolution approach. The relaxation algorithm is summarized in Table 2 . The inter{scale error feedback term (s;j ) j includes terms from scale j + 1 and from all bands at scale j visited prior to . The pixels are updated in each band using a 2{D Gauss{Seidel relaxation step in which pixels are visited in a row{wise lexicographic order. Due to the tensor{product nature of the basis functions and correlation lters, the 2{D relaxation step may be implemented as a sequence of row relaxations, as indicated in Table 3 . Although a simple operations count is too simplistic a measure of the numerical complexity of the algorithm, it nevertheless serves illustrative purposes. At scale j, the added contribution of three pixels in the bands h, v and d is as follows. Update of requires 2, 2, 7 and 1 calls to the lters K gg;j , K hh;j , K hg;j and K gh;j , respectively. Update ofâ j accounts for 3 calls to K gg;j and 6 calls to K hh;j . Finally, update of r requires 12 calls to the lters g and h. For perfect{reconstruction systems using odd{order, symmetric lters, the total number of multiply/add operations per pixel for the cascaded system is 7L h + 8L g . Upon completion of the work at scale j = 0, an additional 4 3 (L g + L h ) operations per pixel are required for the update of (s) . The total gure for one sweep of the relaxation algorithm is thus 25 3 L g + 28 3 L h operations per pixel, and may be compared with that for a simple subband decomposition, which is Jl (l x ; l y )g using Table 3 jh (l x ; l y )g using Table 3 v1. In B jv : jv (l x ; l y )g using Table 3 d1. In B jd : jd (l x ; l y )g using Table 3 3. for 0 l x < 2 ?j N x ; 0 l y < 2 ?j N y : r (23) where (u; v) is spatial frequency, R(u; v) is the Fourier transform of the reconstruction error, and W(u; v) is a weighting function matched to the human visual system. Two techniques may be considered to make the reconstruction error subjectively more acceptable. The rst consists in using coarse quantizers in bands where distortion is perceptually less annoying 7, 19, 26] . The design in 26] uses uniform quantizers with step size inversely proportional to p W j , where W j is the weighted MSE (23) caused by a unit{power white{noise source in band j . It should be noted that even with high{rate quantization, the standard white{noise model for the quantization noise may be inaccurate here because of quantization noise feedback. The second noise{ shaping technique, more in the spirit of the present study, consists in replacing the unweighted optimization criterion (4) with (23) . A straightforward solution to the modi ed problem consists in mapping the image to a perceptually at domain where the unweighted criterion (4) is useful 19], as shown in Fig. 4 . The pre lter P has magnitude{squared frequency response approximating W(u; v). The output z of this lter is subband coded using the algorithm in Table 2 (unweighted L   2 criterion) with identical quantizers in all bands. At the decoder, the post ltered imageŷ is such thatÊ W = kP(y ?ŷk 2 = kz ?ẑk 2 is minimized. The practical aspects of this scheme remain to be investigated.
In image coding, quantizers commonly have a dead zone around zero. This design results in a visually more pleasing image for a given bit rate 19]. The relaxation algorithm may be extended to handle such quantizers, by replacing the MMSE quantization rule Q( ) used so far with a truncation rule in the dead zone (Fig. 5) . When the algorithm is used with the modi ed quantization rule, the MSE is no longer guaranteed to be nonincreasing and the properties listed in x4 are no longer satis ed Table 4 . The coe cients of the lters K hg;j , K gg;j and K hh;j are listed in Table 5 for several values of j. The degree of nonorthogonality of the basis functions is determined by inspection of these coe cients. Regularity of the reconstruction, a factor believed to impact coded image quality 7, 8] , is controlled by the degree L of the spline used 4 . Filter Bank 1: based on linear B{splines. Basis functions are nearly orthogonal in j and slightly nonorthogonal in l.
Filter Bank 2: based on linear B{splines. Basis functions are hat functions and are strongly nonorthogonal in j and moderately nonorthogonal in l. In fact, the highpass synthesis lter is allpass. The lters are extremely short and may be implemented using shift registers and adders only, which makes them worthy of consideration for applications requiring very low decoder complexity. The algorithm has been tested on the 8{bpp, 512 512 greyscale images Lena and Peppers in Fig. 6 . The quantizers used were uniform with step size q and dead zone DZ = 2q identical for all pixels (no shaping of reconstruction error spectrum). We used as an estimate R for the bit rate, the weighted average of the rst{order entropies of the pixels and zero runs in each band. In the low{frequency band, the rst{order entropy of the di erential imageâ Jl (l x ; l y ) ?â Jl (l x ; l y ? 1) was used.
The convergence properties of the algorithm are illustrated using a ve{scale decomposition (J = 4) of Lena and quantizers with step size q = 10. The algorithm was initialized withâ Table 5 : Correlation sequences K gg;j (l), K hh;j (l) and K gh;j (l), for l 0. The coe cients for l < 0 are obtained using the symmetry properties in Section 2. for convergence of the relaxation algorithm appeared to depend mostly upon the interscale nonorthogonality of the basis functions and was in the range 1{10. In all cases, improvements over the standard coding technique mostly occurred during the rst few sweeps. Based on this and other, concurring experiments, s max was preset to 3, 10 and 5 sweeps for Filter Banks 1{3, respectively. Increases in PSNR after s max sweeps were 0:30 dB, 1:48 dB and 1:53 dB, respectively. The visual quality of the images was improved as well. The images coded using Filter Banks 1{3 are displayed in Figs. 8-10 . In Fig. 8 , the improvement over the standard coding technique was hardly perceptible, due to the low degree of nonorthogonality of Filter Bank 1. For the strongly nonorthogonal lter banks 2 and 3, the improvement was much more noticeable. The images coded using the standard technique (Figs. 9a and 10a) were grainy (this illustrates why such lters have been largely ignored by the image coding community so far), while the images after s max sweeps did not exhibit such artifacts. The improvements are particularly evident in Fig. 10 , which also illustrates the rapid progress made at various stages of the algorithm.
Similar results were obtained using another set of quantizers (q = 20) and Peppers. The results are summarized in Table 6 . In all experiments, the e ect of the optimization technique on the bit rate R was strongly lter{dependent, ranging from a modest increase (Filter Bank 1) to a substantial reduction (Filter Bank 3). Preliminary experiments also suggest that the coding results compare favorably with others obtained using state{of{the{art orthogonal subband transforms. 
Summary and Discussion
We have studied the problem of image coding using a nonorthogonal MR transform. Given the synthesis lters and the quantizers, the coding problem has been formulated as that of minimizing the L 2 reconstruction error over the set of possible encoded images. For nonorthogonal transforms, this approach implies a coupling between the redundancy{removing and quantization operations in the coder. The approach is deterministic and does not assume a model for the quantization errors. Bounds on the coding gain over the standard coding technique have been derived in terms of the condition number of the Gramian matrix associated with the MR transform. Computing the global solution to the optimization problem appears to be untractable; a practical, multiscale relaxation algorithm has been presented for computing a suboptimal solution.
The relaxation algorithm uses inter{ and intra{scale noise feedback lters de ned in terms of auto{ and cross{correlation sequences associated with the synthesis lter pair. The algorithm is greedy and converges rapidly to a solution that satis es a set of necessary conditions for the global minimum. While the synthesis lters play a central role in the formulation of the problem and in the relaxation algorithm, the analysis lters are used for the sole purpose of providing a good initial estimate to the algorithm. Although the basic model assumes the use of MMSE quantizers, a simple modi cation of the algorithm allows for the use of quantizers with a dead zone, of a type frequently encountered in image coding systems. Noise{shaping in the frequency domain is also feasible. Experiments using three biorthogonal B{spline lter banks with di erent degrees of nonorthogonality have yielded SNR improvements in the range 0.3 { 2 dB and comparable visual improvements. In particular, promising results have been obtained using cubic B{ spline lters and extremely short linear B{spline lters. We hope that these preliminary coding results will encourage further research on nonorthogonal MR transforms in image coding.
A salient feature of the optimization approach is the strong asymmmetry between coder and decoder: The coder is more complex than a standard subband coder, while the decoder is unchanged. However, due to improved prospects for high{performance coding using short, simple synthesis lters such as spline lters, decoder complexity might in fact be reduced. Therefore, it appears that the proposed system should have natural applications to broadcast problems, where low decoder cost is of paramount importance whereas coder complexity is not so much of a concern.
Finally, an open problem is the extension of the method to subband schemes using a non{logarithmic division of the frequency axis. An important feature of the multiscale approach is the fast convergence of the relaxation algorithm; however, this does not preclude the possibility that e cient algorithms could also be developed for other frequency{axis division schemes. This certainly holds in the special case where inter{scale correlation is negligible, since the optimization may then be performed independently in each band.
